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New discovery shows human cells can write
RNA sequences into DNA
by Thomas Jefferson University

Credit: CC0 Public Domain

Cells contain machinery that duplicates DNA into a new set that goes into a newly formed
cell. That same class of machines, called polymerases, also build RNA messages, which
are like notes copied from the central DNA repository of recipes, so they can be read more
efficiently into proteins. But polymerases were thought to only work in one direction DNA
into DNA or RNA. This prevents RNA messages from being rewritten back into the master
recipe book of genomic DNA. Now, Thomas Jefferson University researchers provide the
first evidence that RNA segments can be written back into DNA, which potentially
challenges the central dogma in biology and could have wide implications affecting many
fields of biology.

"This work opens the door to many other
studies that will help us understand the
significance of having a mechanism for
converting RNA messages into DNA in our own
cells," says Richard Pomerantz, Ph.D.,
associate professor of biochemistry and
molecular biology at Thomas Jefferson
University. "The reality that a human
polymerase can do this with high efficiency,
raises many questions." For example, this
finding suggests that RNA messages can be
used as templates for repairing or re-writing

genomic DNA.

The work was published June 11th in the journal Science Advances.

Together with first author Gurushankar Chandramouly and other collaborators, Dr.
Pomerantz's team started by investigating one very unusual polymerase, called polymerase
theta. Of the 14 DNA polymerases in mammalian cells, only three do the bulk of the work of
duplicating the entire genome to prepare for cell division. The remaining 11 are mostly
involved in detecting and making repairs when there's a break or error in the DNA strands.
Polymerase theta repairs DNA, but is very error-prone and makes many errors or
mutations. The researchers therefore noticed that some of polymerase theta's "bad"
qualities were ones it shared with another cellular machine, albeit one more common in
viruses—the reverse transcriptase. Like Pol theta, HIV reverse transcriptase acts as a DNA
polymerase, but can also bind RNA and read RNA back into a DNA strand.

In a series of elegant experiments, the researchers tested polymerase theta against the
reverse transcriptase from HIV, which is one of the best studied of its kind. They showed
that polymerase theta was capable of converting RNA messages into DNA, which it did as
well as HIV reverse transcriptase, and that it actually did a better job than when duplicating
DNA to DNA. Polymerase theta was more efficient and introduced fewer errors when using
an RNA template to write new DNA messages, than when duplicating DNA into DNA,
suggesting that this function could be its primary purpose in the cell.

The group collaborated with Dr. Xiaojiang S. Chen's lab at USC and used X-ray
crystallography to define the structure and found that this molecule was able to change
shape in order to accommodate the more bulky RNA molecule—a feat unique among
polymerases.

"Our research suggests that polymerase theta's main function is to act as a reverse
transcriptase," says Dr. Pomerantz. "In healthy cells, the purpose of this molecule may be
toward RNA-mediated DNA repair. In unhealthy cells, such as cancer cells, polymerase
theta is highly expressed and promotes cancer cell growth and drug resistance. It will be
exciting to further understand how polymerase theta's activity on RNA contributes to DNA
repair and cancer-cell proliferation."

Explore further

Study identifies never-before-seen dual function in enzyme critical for cancer growth

More information: Polθ reverse transcribes RNA and promotes RNA-templated DNA repair, Science
Advances (2021). DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abf1771
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Researchers develop
new method for
detecting super�uid
motion
Researchers at Rochester

Institute of Technology are part

of a new study that could help

unlock the potential of

super�uids—essentially

frictionless special substances

capable of unstopped motion

once initiated. A team ...
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Observations con�rm
that aerosols formed
from plant-emitted
compounds can make
clouds brighter
Brighter clouds reduce the

amount of solar radiation

reaching the Earth's surface,

thereby cooling the surface.

Emissions of organic compounds

from vegetation increase with

increasing temperature, thus

having the capability ...

ENVIRONMENT SEP 24, 2021 17 932

The origin and legacy
of the Etruscans
The Etruscan civilization, which

�ourished during the Iron Age in

central Italy, has intrigued

scholars for millennia. With

remarkable metallurgical skills

and a now-extinct, non-Indo-

European language, the

Etruscans stood ...
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White dwarfs become
magnetic as they get
older
At least one out of four white

dwarfs (WDs) will end its life as a

magnetic star, and therefore

magnetic �elds are an essential

component of WD physics. New

insights into the magnetism of

degenerate stars from a recent

analysis ...
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Decoding human
history with ancient
DNA
This year is the 20th anniversary

of sequencing the human

genome. In honor of this event, a

research team led by Prof. FU

Qiaomei from the Institute of

Vertebrate Paleontology and

Paleoanthropology (IVPP) of the

Chinese Academy ...
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A strategy to control
phase selectivity in
templated zeolite
synthesis
Zeolites, groups of minerals

comprising of hydrated

aluminosilicates, are known to

be highly promising materials for

a number of applications. For

instance, they can be used as

catalysts, cation exchangers and

molecular sieves.
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Light computes any
desired linear
transform without a
digital processor
Di�erent forms of linear

transformations, such as the

Fourier transform, are widely

employed in processing of

information in various

applications. These

transformations are generally

implemented in the digital

domain using ...
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Gamma rays and
neutrinos from mellow
supermassive black
holes
The Universe is �lled with

energetic particles, such as X

rays, gamma rays, and

neutrinos. However, most of the

high-energy cosmic particles'

origins remain unexplained.
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In a gene tied to
growth, scientists see
glimmers of human
history
A new study delves into the

evolution and function of the

human growth hormone

receptor gene, and asks what

forces in humanity's past may

have driven changes to this vital

piece of DNA.
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Earth and Venus grew
up as rambunctious
planets
What doesn't stick comes

around: Using machine learning

and simulations of giant impacts,

researchers at the Lunar and

Planetary Laboratory found that

the planets residing in the inner

solar systems were likely born

from ...
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Tiny lasers acting
together as one:
Topological vertical
cavity laser arrays
Israeli and German researchers

have developed a way to force

an array of vertical cavity lasers

to act together as a single laser

—a highly e�ective laser

network the size of a grain of

sand. The �ndings are

presented ...
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Using
dendrochronology to
date old musical
instruments
Dendrochronologists, Paolo

Cherubini with the Swiss Federal

Institute for Forest, Snow and

Landscape Research, has

published a Perspective piece in

the journal Science outlining the

use of dendrochronology to

determine the ...
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Organic molecule
remnants found in
nuclei of ancient
dinosaur cells
A team of scientists from the

Institute of Vertebrate

Paleontology and

Paleoanthropology (IVPP) of the

Chinese Academy of Sciences

and from the Shandong Tianyu

Museum of Nature (STM) has

isolated exquisitely preserved

cartilage ...
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Quasi-particles with
tunable interactions
The laws of quantum mechanics

allow for the existence of 'quasi-

particles': excitations in materials

that behave exactly like ordinary

particles. A major advantage of

quasi-particles over ordinary

particles is that their ...
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Exotic mix in China's
delivery of moon rocks
On 16 December 2020 the

Chang'e-5 mission, China's �rst

sample return mission to the

Moon, successfully delivered to

Earth nearly two kilograms of

rocky fragments and dust from

our celestial

companion. Chang'e-5 landed ...
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Scientists use seasons
to �nd water for future
Mars astronauts
An international team of

researchers has used seasonal

variations to identify likely sub-

surface deposits of water ice in

the temperate regions of Mars

where it would be easiest for

future human explorers to

survive. The ...
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